Actin behavior in bulk cytoplasm is cell cycle regulated in early vertebrate embryos
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Summary
The mechanical properties of cells change as they proceed through the cell cycle, primarily owing to regulation of actin and myosin II. Most models for cell mechanics focus on actomyosin in the cortex and ignore possible roles in bulk cytoplasm. We explored cell cycle regulation of bulk cytoplasmic actomyosin in \textit{Xenopus} egg extracts, which is almost undiluted cytoplasm from unfertilized eggs. We observed dramatic gelation-contraction of actomyosin in mitotic (M phase) extract where Cdk1 activity is high, but not in interphase (I-phase) extract. In spread droplets, M-phase extract exhibited regular, periodic pulses of gelation-contraction a few minutes apart that continued for many minutes. Comparing actin nucleation, disassembly and myosin II activity between M-phase and I-phase extracts, we conclude that regulation of nucleation is likely to be the most important for cell cycle regulation. We then imaged F-actin in early zebrafish blastomeres using a GFP–Urophin probe. Polymerization in bulk cytoplasm around vesicles increased dramatically during mitosis, consistent with enhanced nucleation. We conclude that F-actin polymerization in bulk cytoplasm is cell cycle regulated in early vertebrate embryos and discuss possible biological functions of this regulation.
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Introduction
Animal cells change in shape and stiffness as they proceed through the cell cycle. In culture, cells typically round up during mitosis, cleave during cytokinesis and spread out as they re-enter interphase (reviewed in Kunda and Baum, 2009). Eggs and blastomeres in early embryos undergo comparable shape changes, rounding and stiffening during mitosis and cytokinesis and relaxing during interphase (Mitchison and Swan, 1955; Hará et al., 1980), as do cells in epithelia (Gibson et al., 2006). Most models for cell-cycle-regulated shape change posit that the driving force comes from the cell cortex, where F-actin and myosin II interact to generate cortical tension (Bray and White, 1988). Increased cortical tension, regulated by RhoA, is thought to drive mitotic rounding in cultured cells (Maddox and Burridge, 2003), although decreased adhesion due to turning off of Rap1 is also important (Dao et al., 2009). Focused cortical tension is thought to drive ingression of the cleavage furrow (Schroeder, 1968) (reviewed by Eggert et al., 2006). These models do not consider possible mechanical contributions from bulk cytoplasm in cell-cycle-regulated shape change.

F-actin and myosin II are present in bulk cytoplasm in both somatic cells and early embryos, where they might contribute to cell mechanics. However, historically they have been difficult to image. A strong signal from the cortex tends to obscure signal from bulk cytoplasm in fluorescence microscopy of actomyosin in small somatic cells, whereas imaging deep in large embryonic cells is challenging. One solution is to investigate actin dynamics in cell and embryo extracts. A common phenomenon observed in early extract studies was gelation-contraction, where bulk actin polymerizes, gels into a cross-linked filament network and then contracts under the influence of myosin II. This was one of the founding observations for the field of non-muscle cell motility, and investigation of its mechanism led to the purification of important actin-interacting proteins (Pollard, 1981). Gelation-contraction was recently reconstituted from pure mixtures of actin, a filament cross-linker and myosin II (Bendix et al., 2008). Cell cycle regulation of gelation-contraction in extracts has not, to our knowledge, been previously studied.

\textit{Xenopus} egg extract provides a useful system for investigating cell cycle regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics. It is essentially undiluted cytoplasm, where the cell cycle state can be controlled using physiological regulators. It contains abundant organelles and supports vigorous energy metabolism through respiration and glycolysis (Nietamhammer et al., 2008). Cell cycle regulation of the microtubule cytoskeleton has been intensively investigated in \textit{Xenopus} egg extract (Belmont et al., 1990; Verde et al., 1992) but cell cycle regulation of actomyosin has not. Mitotic (M-phase) extract tends to undergo gelation-contraction upon warming to room temperature (Murray and Kirschner, 1989; Desai et al., 1999). For this reason, cytochalasin D has been routinely added to inhibit actin assembly when studying mitosis in this system. Actin–microtubule interactions have been investigated in interphase (I-phase) extract, revealing motor-dependent interactions (Waterman-Storer et al., 2000). However, cell cycle regulation of actin and myosin II has not been systematically investigated in this system. Here, we report strong cell cycle regulation of the bulk behavior of actomyosin in egg extracts, investigate its mechanism and go on to show that similar behavior occurs in living zebrafish embryos.
Results

M-phase egg extract exhibits periodic waves of gelation-contraction

M-phase extracts prepared from unfertilized eggs in the absence of cytochalasin initiated gelation-contraction within 0.5–2 minutes of warming to room temperature. This was observed by formation of a macroscopic contracted gel in microfuge tubes (Fig. 1A). We developed several formats for following this contraction by low-magnification microscopy (Fig. 1B). In drops under oil, contraction of particulates to a spot in the center was easily followed by dark-field microscopy (Fig. 1C). The lipophilic dyes DiOC6 and DiC18, which predominantly stain mitochondria and ER, respectively, in the extract system (T.J.M., unpublished), stained the central spot brightly (data not shown), indicating most organelles are now concentrated in the center of the drop. Formation of the organelle-rich contracted gel was inhibited by addition of 3 μg/ml cytochalasin D (data not shown) indicating an essential role for actin polymerization.

When M-phase extract was observed at higher magnification in the sandwich-format, multiple waves of gelation-contraction were observed. Fig. 1D and supplementary material Movie 1 show typical examples. Successive waves of contracting gel moved inwards at rates of 100–600 μm per minute. Movement rates seemed to depend upon the geometry, as well as the method of...
extract preparation, and were variable between experiments, but similar for successive waves in the same squash. Waves of organelle-rich gel piled up around the contracted core, where they were visible as a series of bright concentric circles by dark-field microscopy (Fig. 1D, inset in the third panel).

To obtain more detailed information on gel movement kinetics, we plotted kymographs of the contracting waves imaged by dark-field microscopy (Fig. 1E). A thin radial slice is copied from each frame of a dark-field time-lapse movie (indicated by the thick white line in the schematic on the right-hand side of Fig. 1E) and arranged side-by-side from left to right. This kymograph allowed comparison of nine successive waves of gelation-contraction. Successive waves moved inwards at similar rates (the more vertical the trace, the faster the rate). They slowed as they neared the core, but a stalled wave transiently increased its speed again when the subsequent wave moved inwards (see arrowheads). This observation suggests successive waves are mechanically coupled, at least near the center of the droplet. Thus an incoming wave is able to compress a wave that has already contracted.

Periodic gelation-contraction continued for many minutes in M-phase extract, up to 6 hours in some cases, suggesting that some components of the wave are recycled. The energy required presumably comes from ATP that is synthesized continuously from endogenous energy stores (Niethammer et al., 2008). The periodic behavior was observed in different geometries (semi-spherical drops, flattened drops, square drops and cylinders) and when the extract was in contact with different materials (untreated glass, glass coated with poly-lysine, glass passivated by silanization, oil and air). Similar waves were observed in concentrated lysates from mitosis-arrested HeLa cells (supplementary material Fig. S1), suggesting that periodic gelation-contraction in mitotic extracts is a conserved phenomenon.

To test whether inwards movement of the gel was driven by circumferential contraction of a ring of F-actin at the outer edge of the gel or by isotropic contraction of the whole gel, we followed contraction of more complicated shapes that included concavities at their edges. Contraction of a ring at the edge would presumably straighten sharp corners and concavities. Fig. 1F shows an example of gelation-contraction in a rectangular chamber, where three air bubbles created concavities at the edge (chevrons). Note that the gel maintains its shape as it contracts. Similar shape maintenance was seen in other geometries. These data suggest contraction is isotropic.

**F-actin organization in the contracting gel**

We tested a number of fluorescent probes to visualize actin during gelation-contraction: directly labeled actin monomer, low concentrations of rhodamine–phalloidin (not shown), fluorescein-labeled Lifeact peptide (Riedl et al., 2008) (Fig. 2B,C) and GFP–Utrophin (GFP fused to an artificial dimer of the actin-binding domain of Utrophin) (Burkel et al., 2007) (Fig. 3B). Essentially similar behavior was seen with all probes, and contractile wave kinetics imaged at low magnification were similar for dark-field and fluorescent actin probes. The actin monomer probe gave low-contrast images of the waves (Fig. 2A), presumably owing to the high concentration of unpolymerized actin in *Xenopus* egg extracts (Rosenblatt et al., 1997). Using this probe, it was evident that actin concentrated in the contracting gel, but that much of the monomer remained outside the gel. Fig. 2B shows wave 1 and wave 3 of a contracting gel containing 1 μM fluorescein–Lifeact peptide imaged by wide-field fluorescence with a 20× objective in a sandwich format. The white arrows indicate the direction of contraction. Note the dense actin meshwork in the first wave and the sparser meshwork in the third wave. The outer
edge of the contracting gel was typically demarcated by a bright line, indicating greater F-actin density. Elsewhere, actin filaments were organized into interconnected bundles, apparently without a preferred orientation. This lack of F-actin orientation is consistent with isotropic contraction of the network. Similar images were obtained with low concentrations of rhodamine–phalloidin (data not shown) and GFP–Utrophin (data not shown).

Using the Lifeact probe, we are able to gain hints to the origin of periodic behavior. The left-hand panels of Fig. 2C show successive images of the same region during the formation of a later wave; T=0 indicates the time immediately after the previous wave had passed by. As time progresses the fluorescence becomes more structured, indicating progressive assembly and/or crosslinking of F-actin bundles. The right-hand panel of Fig. 2C shows a kymograph through the same wave, oriented as in Fig. 1E, with the time axis horizontal and distance axis vertical. On the left (earliest time) the fluorescence is diffuse. At later times (proceeding to the right) it becomes progressively more structured, and bundles seem to grow in thickness (black chevrons). The gel moves very fast once contraction starts and also tended to change in focal plane at this time point, which made it difficult to follow individual bundles during contraction. These images suggest that actin undergoes assembly and/or cross-linking during the non-moving period between each successive wave of inward movement.

Gelation-contraction is cell cycle regulated

To test cell cycle dependence of gelation-contraction, I-phase extracts were prepared by two methods: (i) intact eggs were released from cytostatic factor (CSF) arrest, by treatment with Ca^{2+} ionophore, before extract preparation; and (ii) 400 μM Ca^{2+} was added to M-phase extracts to breakdown CSF, followed by incubation for 30 minutes at 20°C to allow the cell cycle to progress. The added Ca^{2+} is rapidly sequestered into endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in the extract, so this treatment resembles the Ca^{2+} transient during natural fertilization (Desai et al., 1999). In both methods cycloheximide (2 μg/ml) was added to prevent Cyclin B synthesis and re-entry into mitosis. I-phase extracts prepared by either method did not undergo gelation-contraction. Fig. 3A1, A2 shows M-phase and I-phase extracts (made with the Ca^{2+} addition method) that have been placed in Teflon tubing and incubated at room temperature for 26 minutes. Note contraction in the M- but not the I-phase extract. Approximately 4 minutes later the cylinders of extract in these tubes were extruded into a physiological buffer (CSF-XB) (Desai et al., 1999). For the M-phase cylinder, the inner contracted portion remained solid, whereas the outer part dispersed, indicating only the contracted gel is solid. By contrast, the entire I-phase cylinder retained its shape for many minutes after extrusion, suggesting it has gelled, but that the gel has not contracted (Fig. 3A3). Gelation-contraction in M phase, but not I phase, of the same extract preparation was consistently observed (n=20 extract preparations). When cycloheximide was omitted from the I-phase extract, gelation-contraction initiated at 55–70 minutes after shifting to room temperature, presumably corresponding to the entry of the extract into mitosis (data not shown).

F-actin organization in M phase and I phase were compared using the two actin probes fluorescein-labeled Lifeact peptide (Riedl et al., 2008) and GFP–Utrophin (Burkel et al., 2007). Thin squashes were prepared because they inhibited movement of the

Fig. 3. Gelation-contraction is cell cycle regulated in egg extract. (A) M-phase and I-phase extracts were incubated in Teflon tubing and, later, extruded into the physiological buffer CSF-XB (Desai et al., 1999). A1, A2: extracts at 26 minutes after warming to room temperature (dark-field imaging). Note gelation-contraction in the M-phase, but not the I-phase, tube. A3: the same extracts were extruded into buffer at 32 minutes and imaged ~30 seconds later. The contracted part of the M-phase cylinder remains a solid, while the remainder disperses as a liquid. The entire I-phase cylinder remains gelled for many minutes. (B) Actin filaments imaged (100×, wide-field imaging) in M phase or I phase with fluorescein–Lifeact or GFP–Utrophin (as labeled). Note that the bundles are more abundant in M phase. (C) Addition of Cyclin B Δ90 to I-phase extract triggers gelation-contraction as imaged in drop format (left-hand panels). Time after warming to room temperature is shown. The dot blots in the right-hand panels are samples from the same extracts collected at the same time points and probed with anti-MPM2 antibody, which binds to phosphorylated Cdk1 epitopes.
actin gel and facilitated imaging. M-phase extract contained abundant thick actin bundles that were obviously organized into a macroscopic gel, whereas I-phase extract contained sparser less-organized bundles (Fig. 3B, compare the M with the I images). The exact appearance of actin bundles varied between positions in the squash, but the observation that bundles were thicker and/or more prevalent in M- rather than I-phase was highly reproducible (n>10 extract preparations, both probes). These data suggest that actin is more polymerized and/or more bundled in M-phase relative to I-phase extract, which presumably contributes to the observed difference in bulk gelation-contraction.

To test whether Cdk1 regulates gelation-contraction, as for other aspects of M phase, we added non-degradable Cyclin B Δ90 to I-phase extracts. This treatment stably activates Cdk1 (Murray et al., 1989). Increasing concentrations of Cyclin B Δ90 (expressed as a maltose-binding protein fusion) were added to I-phase extract containing cycloheximide. We scored for gelation-contraction (Fig. 3C, left-hand panels), and for Cdk1 activity using a simple dot blot immunoassay with MPM2, a monoclonal antibody that recognizes Cdk1 phosphorylation sites (Ding et al., 1997) (Fig. 3C, right-hand panels). Addition of 6 μM or more of Cyclin B Δ90 restored gelation-contraction to I-phase extracts. The first contraction initiated with a lag time that varied inversely with the amount of Cyclin B Δ90 protein added, for example, 8.5 minutes for 75 μM compared with 16 minutes for 6 μM. Once initiated, contractions were similar to those of M-phase extracts, with multiple waves of gelation-contraction moving inwards (data not shown). MPM2 dot blots showed that gelation-contraction correlated with Cdk1 activity (higher levels give darker spots), both across Cyclin B Δ90 concentration and time delays. These data are consistent with regulation of gelation-contraction by Cdk1 activity.

A role for Arp2/3 nucleation in gelation-contraction activity?

Bulk gelation-contraction is a complex behavior, probably requiring nucleation, elongation, crosslinking and perhaps depolymerization of actin filaments, as well as polymerization and activity of myosin II. Any of these steps could be cell cycle regulated. To probe possible regulatory mechanisms we first added Listeria monocytogenes to the extracts (Theriot et al., 1994). Listeria comet-tail assembly requires Arp2/3-catalyzed nucleation, filament elongation and crosslinking but not myosin II activity (Welch et al., 1998; May et al., 1999; Loisel et al., 1999). The length of comet tails provides a measure of the actin disassembly rate (Rosenblatt et al., 1997). Bacteria (visualized with Hoechst dye) were scored for a thick layer of actin surrounding them (cloud) or for a comet of actin extending behind them (tail). The frequency of clouds and tail formation were much higher in M phase (Fig. 4). Clouds were rarely observed in I phase, and the few tails formed contained much less F-actin than those in M phase; these differences were reproduced in six separate extract preparations using both methods for making the I-phase extract. Movement of the Listeria that did assemble tails was observed in both M phase and I phase but I-phase movement was less persistent, with bacteria often appearing to separate from their weak tails; however, movement was faster (on average) in I-phase extracts [14 μm/minute (n=4)], than in M-phase extracts [8.6 μm/minute (n=12)]. The fast movement rate of the Listeria that did assemble tails in I-phase suggests that the concentration of polymerizable actin monomer cannot be much lower in I phase compared with that in M phase. Overall, these data suggest that Arp2/3 is either more active in M phase than in I phase or that it is more readily recruited to actin monomers in M phase.

Regulation of myosin II activity

Myosin II generates force for gelation-contraction in Xenopus egg extracts (from immuno-depletion data) (Bendix et al., 2008). To test whether myosin II is cell cycle regulated in bulk extract, we first measured phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chain (MRLC) on S19 by immunoblotting (Matsumura et al., 1998). S19 was phosphorylated in both M phase and I phase. This experiment was repeated several times and in some repeats light chain phosphorylation was up to ~2 times higher in M phase (Fig. 5A) in others there was less or no difference (data not shown). According to this assay myosin II might be somewhat more active in M phase rather than in I phase, but this modest difference seems insufficient to explain the all-or-none difference in gelation-contraction.

To test whether myosin II regulation alone determines the difference between gelation-contraction in M phase compared with I phase, we artificially forced additional actin polymerization and bundling by adding phalloidin, a small molecule that promotes filament nucleation and stabilization. We then asked whether the I-phase extract could contract. Addition of phalloidin did not inhibit contraction in M phase and promoted contraction in I phase (Fig. 5B). At the three highest drug concentrations tested (15–150 μM final concentration), gelation-contraction occurred within 120–150

---

Fig. 4. Listeria motility in M- and I-phase Xenopus egg extracts. Left-hand panels: Hoechst-stained Listeria (green) were added to extracts along with tetramethylrhodamine-labeled actin (red). Images shown are merged frames from time-lapse movies. Note most Listeria have robust actin structures; comet tails or clouds (white C) in M phase, whereas in I phase many have no associated actin (white arrowheads). The few tails that assemble in I-phase are thin and contain fewer actin filaments. Some tails are short (bottom right-hand corner) and a few are unusually long. Scale bar, 5 μm. The graph quantifies the percentage of bacteria with associated actin as a function of time after warming to room temperature. Blue solid symbols are M-phase extract and red open symbols are I-phase extract. Total nucleation activity (clouds and tails) are represented by triangles, that by tails with squares and that by clouds with circles.
seconds of warming the I-phase extract, and contraction rates were comparable to those in M-phase extracts. The minimal concentration of phalloidin (15 μM) occasionally promoted several rounds of gelation-contraction in I phase (data not shown). We conclude that differences in myosin II activity alone are not likely to determine differences in M phase compared with I phase in gelation-contraction given that forcing polymerization also forces contraction.

**Regulation of actin depolymerization**

Gelation-contraction could also be cell cycle regulated at the level of actin depolymerization, as there is evidence that the central actin depolymerization factor cofilin is cell cycle regulated in *Xenopus* and other vertebrate systems (Abe et al., 1996; Amano et al., 2002; Kaji et al., 2003). To test this, we measured the rate of depolymerization of fluorescently labeled actin filaments elongated from fragments of *Limulus* acrosomal processes (Kueh et al., 2008). Both M- and I-phase extracts exhibited robust depolymerization activity. I-phase extract was ~2 times more active in depolymerization (t1/2 = 20 seconds) compared with that of M-phase extract (t1/2 = 40 sec) (Fig. 6A,B). Cofilin is negatively regulated by phosphorylation on S3 (Agnew et al., 1995). We performed western blots with an antibody to this phosphorylation site and found higher phosphorylation in M phase than in I phase (Fig. 6C), consistent with previous work (Abe et al., 1996; Amano et al., 2002; Kaji et al., 2003). However, when we added Cyclin B Δ90, in amounts that restored gelation-contraction and increased detection of MPM2 epitopes there was no concomitant increase in cofilin phosphorylation (Fig. 6C; see also Fig. 3C). This experiment uncoupled change in cofilin phosphorylation from change in contractility. It is thus unlikely that regulation of cofilin depolymerization activity is crucial for cell cycle regulation of bulk gelation-contraction in our system, although it might well be important in vivo.

**Live actin imaging in zebrafish embryos**

To ask whether actin polymerization in bulk cytoplasm is cell cycle regulated in living embryos, we turned to transparent zebrafish embryos. Cell-cycle-regulated microtubule dynamics are similar in early *Xenopus* and zebrafish embryos (Wühr et al., 2010), and we reasoned the same might be true for actin. Zebrafish zygotes, ~30 minutes after fertilization, were injected with Alexa-Fluor-647-conjugated Tubulin, as an indicator of cell cycle state and the GFP–Utrophin probe, to visualize filamentous actin (Burkel et al., 2007). Live image sequences were collected starting at the two-cell stage using a laser confocal microscope and a 20× objective.

---

**Fig. 5. Cell cycle regulation of myosin II activity.** (A) Western blot probing two different M-phase and I-phase extract pairs with an antibody against phosphorylated myosin light chain (MLC-P). For a loading control, the blot was also probed with a monoclonal antibody against actin (Act). (B) Addition of phalloidin induces gelation-contraction in I-phase extracts. Phalloidin was added and drops were immediately transferred to room temperature for imaging. The 60-minute time point is shown for each condition. Scale bar: 500 μm.

**Fig. 6. Cell cycle regulation of actin depolymerization.** (A) Fluorescent F-actin bundles were grown off of acrosome fragments in perfusion chambers, extract (I or M phase) was then perfused in and the depolymerization rate was quantified by imaging (Kueh et al., 2008). Three different frames from time-lapse movies are shown. White numbers indicate time after extract perfusion in seconds. Scale bar: 2 μm. (B) Quantification of depolymerization rates. The left-hand graph is a timecourse of depolymerization from two bundles (one bundle from each extract type). The right-hand bar graph gives the average depolymerization, measured on multiple bundles from the indicated number of independent experiments (N). (C) Western blot for cell cycle state (with anti-MPM2 antibody) and cofilin activity [anti-cofilin-S3-P (inactive cofilin)]. Lanes are as follows: M, M-phase extract; I1 and I2, two different I-phase extracts; I1 + Δ90, I-phase extract 1 with MBP–Cyclin B Δ90 added (to 2.5 and 6.25 μM final concentration).
During prophase, before nuclear envelope breakdown, the Utrophin probe localized strongly to the cortex and showed weak diffuse localization in the cytoplasm (Fig. 7A, 14 minutes). At 23 minutes in this sequence, the mitotic spindle assembled, indicating metaphase; at this time-point the GFP–Utrophin signal was stronger in the cytoplasm, where it was mainly localized around vesicles of different sizes, in some cases extending into comet-tail like structures (Fig. 7A, 23 minutes; Fig. 7B). Many of the vesicles moved within the cytoplasm (supplementary material Movie 2). Addition of small molecules demonstrated that the movement of vesicles was dependent upon the actin cytoskeleton and not microtubules (data not shown). As the blastomere progressed into anaphase, the Utrophin signal in the cytoplasm decreased and became very low during cytokinesis, when cleavage furrow staining becomes evident at the cortex (Fig. 7A, 40 minutes, arrow). Vesicle movement also ceased at this time. This cycle of F-actin buildup around vesicles deep into the cytoplasm during metaphase, and the decrease during anaphase, repeated in the next cell cycle (supplementary material Movie 2). We observed cyclic accumulation of F-actin assemblies and vesicle movement in cytoplasm, peaking during mid-mitosis in multiple blastomeres. We conclude that actin polymerization around vesicles in embryonic cytoplasm is regulated by the cell cycle, with a peak in mid-mitosis, consistent with our extract observations. Possible functions of this mitotic actin polymer are discussed below.

Discussion

Gelation-contraction in cell extracts was one of the founding observations for the biochemistry of cell motility (Kane, 1976; Pollard, 1976; Condeelis et al., 1977; Clark and Merriam, 1978). The gelation-contraction we report on here occurs much more rapidly than in the classic work, presumably because we used essentially undiluted mitotic cytoplasm, compared with the high-speed supernatants used in most older studies. Periodic contractility was reported once before in extracts, in a study that used high-speed supernatants and required hyperphosphorylation by (non hydrolyzable) ATP₆ (Ezzel et al., 1983). To our knowledge, cell cycle regulation of gelation-contraction has not been reported previously. Formation of Arp2/3-dependent actin comet tails around vesicles during prophase and metaphase, but not interphase, was recently reported in C. elegans zygotes, using GFP–moesin as a probe (Verlarde et al., 2007). Thus the cell cycle regulation we see in Xenopus extract and zebrafish embryos might be conserved. Although the precise implications of our observations for intact egg or embryo biology remain to be determined, they draw attention to the under-studied problem of actomyosin behavior in bulk cytoplasm and provide a system for investigating its biophysics and regulation.

Origin of periodicity

It is not clear that periodic gelation-contraction occurs in living embryos. However, the dramatic highly regular periodicity of contractility in M-phase extracts is an interesting biophysical phenomenon that might reveal new mechanistic principles. We considered two models for periodicity. First, stick-slip dynamics, in which stress in the gel is generated by contraction and builds up to a critical level that detaches the gel from the coverslip. Gel movement then dissipates the stored stress, leading to periodic behavior. This origin of periodic behavior has been proposed for contractility in Drosophila embryo epithelial cells (Martin et al., 2009). We have not ruled it out, but we do not favor it because the time between successive waves was similar in several different
Cell cycle regulation of actin in bulk cytoplasm

We do not interpret our data as suggesting that periodic gelation-contraction occurs during M phase in embryos. We do, however, think it supports the idea that embryos polymerize more actin in the bulk cytoplasm in M phase than in I phase. We considered three non-exclusive possibilities for the probable functions of this M-phase actin: (i) vesicle trafficking, (ii) mitotic spindle assembly, and (iii) mechanics of the bulk cytoplasm. Regarding the first possibility, formation of actin comet tails on endosomes correlates with massive waves of exocytosis and endocytosis that follow fertilization in *Xenopus* (Taunton et al., 2000), and exocytosis is decreased during mitosis in tissue culture cells (Boucrot and Kirchhausen, 2007). Perhaps actin polymerization around endosomes decreases exocytosis during M phase in embryos, and loss of this inhibition promotes exocytosis during cytokinesis. In the second possibility, mitotic F-actin, working together with myosin II or myosin X, could promote spindle assembly (Rosenblatt et al., 2004; Cytrynbaum et al., 2005; Woolner et al., 2008). Consistent with this view, a contractile actin meshwork facilitates chromosome congression in starfish meiosis (Lenart et al., 2005). In the third scenario, actin polymerization during mitosis might serve to physically stiffen the cytoplasm to hold the centrosomes in place. In early *Xenopus* and zebrafish embryos, astral microtubules at metaphase are too short to position and orient the mitotic spindle for the first few cell cycles (Wühr et al., 2009). Instead, the spindle assemblies in a position and orientation that is pre-defined by the positions of the centrosomes at prophase. Centrosomes are positioned during the previous I phase, by pulling forces on the much longer I-phase astral microtubules (Wühr et al., 2010). Stiffening of the cytoplasm in M phase could help hold the centrosomes in place during spindle assembly, whereas softening in I phase could promote centrosome movement. More speculatively, local softening in the cleavage plane could help guide furrow ingression. Intact *Xenopus* eggs undergo cell-cycle-regulated stiffening (Hara et al., 1980), which was attributed to waves of cortical contraction (Rankin and Kirschner, 1997), but stiffening of bulk cytoplasm might also contribute. Using microdissection and physical manipulation, Elinson (Elinson, 1983)
noted that both the cortex and the bulk cytoplasm undergo cell-cycle-regulated change in physical properties. Drug treatments revealed that some of these were due to actin (and presumably myosin II) and some due to microtubules.

The importance of cortical actomyosin in shaping cells and embryos is widely accepted, and many studies have documented how it is regulated by the cell cycle, especially during cleavage. Internal actomyosin has long been known to exist, but it has been much less studied, and its functions are less clear. Our work shows that the bulk cytoplasmic pool of actomyosin undergoes dramatic cell-cycle-regulated change in organization, suggesting it too contributes to shaping cells, and/or organizing their internal contents, in a cell-cycle-regulated manner. More work is required to elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which this bulk pool is regulated by the cell cycle and to test its functions. Actomyosin in the bulk cytoplasm might be especially important in large eggs and blastomeres, where the mitotic spindle is a long way from the cortex, but it deserves more attention in all cells.

Materials and Methods

Xenopus egg extract

M-phase (CSF) extract was prepared as described previously (Desai et al., 1999), except that cytochalasin D was omitted from all steps and the crushing spin was run at 4°C instead of 16°C. L-phase extracts were prepared using two methods that cause a transient increase in Ca²⁺ that mimics fertilization. In method 1, de-jellied eggs were activated with 0.2 μg/ml aqueous Sigma G (Sigma) for 5–7.5 minutes and washed in XD (Valentine et al., 2005) before extract preparation. In method 2, CaCl₂ was added to CSF extract to a final concentration of 0.4 mM (Desai et al., 1999), and the extract was incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. For both methods, 2 μg/ml cycloheximide was added to the extract to prevent re-entry into mitosis. To freeze extract, we first added an energy mix (30 mM creatine phosphate, 1 mM ATP and 1 mM MgCl₂; final concentrations) and sucrose (50 mM; final concentration), froze small aliquots in liquid nitrogen and stored at –80°C. Cell-cycle-regulated gelation-contraction was stable for at least 2 months.

Assessment of cell cycle state by MPM2 immunoreactivity

Western blots were performed with MPM2 (antibody #05-368, Upstate). Many strong bands were seen in M phase but not I phase, as expected. For experiments with many samples (Fig. 3) we used dot bots. Aliquots were diluted 1:10 with CSF-XB, 1 μl was spotted onto nitrocellulose and air-dried.

Concentrated M-phase extracts (from HeLa cells)

Extracts were prepared from S-trityl L-cysteine (Sigma–Aldrich) arrested HeLa S3 cells grown in suspension, as described previously (Chang et al., 2009), but without latrunculin A. Protein concentration was typically 10–15 mg/ml.

Microscopy

The drop format microscopy was performed with 1 μl drops of extract deposited onto a poly-L-lysine-coated coverslip on the bottom of a petri dish containing mineral oil. Drops were side-illuminated and imaged with a dissecting microscope. The sealed chamber (sandwich format) microscopy was performed with 3–4 μl of extract was sandwiched between two glass cover slips, surrounded with a shim of moist Whatman #1 filter paper or spacers made from #1.5 cover slips. Chambers were incubated for 30 minutes with extracts containing 0.2 μM tetramethylrhodamine actin and 0.3 μM Hoechst dye (Sigma B2261). This long pre-incubation is required for Listeria motility in Xenopus extracts for unknown reasons (Theriot and Fung, 1998). 5 μl drops of extract were sealed between a slide and a 16 mm² coverslip using VALAP. These thin squashes did not exhibit gelation-contraction.

Actin depolymerization assays

These assays were performed as described previously (Kueh et al., 2008).

Zebrafish imaging

Zebrafish embryos were injected ~30 minutes after fertilization. The injection site was in the yolk but close to the cell. Tubulin was injected first (~1 nl of a 11 ng/ml Alexa-Flour-647-labeled stock (labeling ratio 0.7) in 50 mM potassium glutamate, 0.001 M CaCl₂, 50 mM sucrose and 10 mM HEPES (pH 9.7). For imaging, embryos were selected on the basis of their ability to cleave and were then mounted with a mold made out of agarose. Imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM 710 microscope with 20× water immersion objective (NA 1.0). Images were taken every 24 seconds, at three z-planes (21 μm between each plane).
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